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Welcome to
Kingdom Boffer Association

First things first, welcome to Kingdom Boffer Association (K.B.A.)! We are an
advanced boffer combat society that provides a fun and safe way to enjoy
padded melee games. Event dates and times are listed on our website.

While we are not a Live Action Role-Playing (LARP) group, those who wish to do
such things are not discouraged. We are primarily focused on padded melee
combat games.

Participants must be at least 12 years of age to participate in regular battles. If a
participant is under 12 years of age, they can participate in our Page Program.
Participants under the age of 18 must have a parent meet with the leadership
within the first 4 weeks of joining. Afterwards, the parents and participants are
encouraged to enjoy together but are free to come and go as they please.

If this is your first time playing in this style of game, expect to sign a waiver and
be taught ‘the basics’ before joining in any battle games.

Again, we welcome you to the Kingdom Boffer Association! Be smart, be safe
and have fun!
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Rules of Etiquette
ALL participants are subject to punishment upon violation of the following rules:

I. Participants are to show respect to the leadership of their field and K.B.A.
Staff. Information on K.B.A.’s leadership can be found on the website.

II. ALWAYS follow all laws. These include ALL park rules and regulations. No
exemptions. All park’s rules and regulations for all to read can be found at
the park as well as the park’s website. No one is to have any weapons
that are not meant for our games on the field. This includes firearms, bats,
knives, etc.

III. Emotions and tempers must be kept in check. Real fighting will not be
tolerated.

IV. Always leave the park cleaner than when you got there. These Cities
allow us to use their parks for our festivities. If there is something dangerous
or disgusting, tell the Field Marshal.

V. Language and gestures of an obscene nature are not tolerated, such as
inappropriate slurs; unwelcome advances; etc. If you see something
happening, please let the Field Marshal know so they can handle it.

VI. Keep off-the-field drama, OFF THE FIELD! Boffer is just a game, so while
playing it, all participants are to leave any possible negative feelings OUT
of the game.

VII. Leadership must have a designated smoking/vaping area. All participants
must use this as appropriate or be asked to leave.

VIII. Garb is allowed as long as it does not hinder a shot. Anything that is too
revealing, unsafe or causes a distraction will not be allowed. If you are not
sure, ask before battle.

IX. Council will be held twice every event, including weekly practices. Once
before the start and once in the middle. The starting Council is where
weapon checks will be held, attendance is taken, waivers signed and any
new participants are given instruction. The second Council will be where
any announcements are made and a second weapons check is held.

X. To call a battle, a volunteer must shout the battle game name and give
participants a few minutes to gather their weapons and head to the
appropriate field. Once gathered, the volunteer asks the participants to
raise their weapons, signifying that they are participating in that battle.
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The game is started once the volunteer shouts “BATTLE ON”.

XI. Weapons may be checked by K.B.A. staff at any time to ensure the safety
of the game and all participants.

If there are any questions or concerns you have, feel free to email us at :

kingdomboffingassociation@gmail.com
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Combat Rules
General Combat Rules

I. The honor system is in effect, participants are to call shots they receive
NOT the ones they are giving. If someone is not taking their shots (aka
Rhino-Hiding), ask the Field Marshal to watch them closely. If someone
constantly calls their own shots, they will be asked to leave and asked to
revisit the rules.

II. Participants must be honest about their status on the field (dead or not,
missing limbs, etc.). Failure to do so will result in a warning and escalate
from there.

III. Participants must start with a recognized faction at the beginning of
combat. Unless otherwise stated in the game-type rules, no participant
can change from their starting faction once battle has commenced.

IV. Participants must be on the field with their weapons raised at the start of
battle to be in that battle. If a participant leaves the field without purpose
they are considered to have retreated and cannot reenter the battle. The
exception to this is if they are helping a fellow participant who is injured or
switching out a disqualified weapon.

V. The dead participants cannot communicate tactics with live participants.
If a dead participant communicates with a live participant, the dead
participant is required to leave the battlefield and may not be allowed to
participate in the following battle. Non-combatants also cannot
communicate tactics with the live participants while battle is going on.

VI. Live participants may not use the dead participants or non-combatants
as a shield or for tactical advantage.

VII. If a participant is purposefully avoiding combat to draw out the end of
battle, they can be announced as having fled by a Field Marshal. This is to
prevent exhaustion and keep the games going.

VIII. A hold is a loud, verbal announcement to effectively pause combat.
Holds may be called by anyone who notices an injured participant or
another emergency. If a hold is called, you must stop whatever you are
doing and drop to one knee. This is for your safety, the safety of others
and for the leadership to take control of the situation. A hold is ended
when the situation has been taken care of and a Field Marshal calls out
"participants Ready" and all Live participants raise their weapons into the
air and the Field Marshal calls out "Battle On". Anyone caught taking
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tactical advantage of a hold will be given a warning. Any other offenses
will be dealt with accordingly.

IX. Once dead, you must signify this by immediately dropping your weapons
and verbally announce yourself as "dead". You may either leave the
fighting area by placing your weapons on your head or holding your
weapons by the striking surface and walking off the field. If you do not
clearly show that you are dead, plan on someone killing you again. If
planning on remaining on the field after death, you cannot stand. You
must be either kneeling or sitting.

X. A legal strike is a solid, not hard, shot to a legal targeted area. I repeat,
solid not hard. You do not need to use your strength to hit someone. This
will cause injury and broken weapons. If you are caught hitting someone
like such, you will be given a warning and escalate from there.

XI. A graze, aka Butter Knife, is a shot that skims off or rubs a legal targeted
area. This will not count as a legal strike. However, if you are caught not
taking a solid shot as such, you will be considered Rhino-Hiding and will be
given a warning.

XII. For all melee attacks, participants must maintain control of the weapon
through the attack. If the participant should lose control of his or her
weapon before impact, the strike is counted as insufficient to have
caused any damage.

XIII. Weapons or shields may be pinned to the ground or to a participant by
other weapons or shields. If a shield or part of a shield is on the ground,
participants may step on it to pin it there. Participants can grab any
non-striking surface of any weapon.

XIV. When fighting with a Large Shield, a participant may not run. If they are
struck on the leg, they must kneel as if having lost BOTH of their legs. The
exemption to this is if they drop the Large Shield, they can then stand as
long as they have at least one unwounded leg.

Legal Striking Areas
I. Arm - The arm shot is from above the wrist to the top of the shoulder

socket (rotary cuff). If a participant is struck in the arm, they lose use of
that arm for all combat purposes. The arm is then considered to no longer
be there, so a second shot to a dead arm would carry through to
whatever is on the other side of it. For example, if the dead arm is against
the participant's torso and another participant swings in and strikes it, the
blow carries through to the torso, while if the arm was back and away
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from the body, the second blow would cut into the air.

II. Leg - From just above the ankle bone to the bottom of the hip socket (hip
bone). Affected leg is damaged and cannot be used. The participant
must move at a slow walk ONLY. No running, jumping or moving quickly.

III. Both legs/Hips - The participant must fight on knees with weapons up to
signify they are alive. Once on their knees they can move around and
fight from there if they stay on their knees. Both knees must be on the
ground, the participant cannot fight from a single knee. If the battle has
moved away from a participant who is missing both legs, they are
allowed to stand and move towards the battle by slowly stepping heel to
toe until they are within 15 feet of a live participant, at which point they
must drop back to their knees. Live participants can assist other
participants who lost their legs by placing a hand on the injured
participant's shoulder. A participant may lunge, but only if both knees are
kept on the ground. Hip and buttocks shots have the same effect as losing
both legs at the same time. Hip shots are considered from the side of the
hip bone and back around to the butt.

IV. Any shot to the collar bone, shoulders, torso, armpit, back and abdomen
are lethal. If a participant is struck by a shot in these areas, they are
considered dead.

Non-Targeted Areas
Non-target areas are shots participants MUST not go for are the following:

I. Head, Neck & Groin - Participants may not intentionally strike someone in
these areas. If a participant has been struck in the head, a hold must be
called. If the headshot is strong enough to "rock" or significantly move the
participant’s head, there is no choice, the shot must be taken, and both
participants are dead. Participants using headshots to block other shots or
avoid death will be given a warning. Anyone suspected of targeting
either area intentionally may be removed from the field if the Field
Marshals deem it necessary. It is dangerous and we are here to have fun.
Not hurt people.

II. Hands and Feet - From the wrist bone to the fingertips, or the ankle bone
down to the toes, no damage is received by the participant if they are
holding a piece of gear. Also, if a participant uses their foot to block a
shot intentionally, it is considered a damaging shot and they lose the use
of their leg, same goes if their foot is off the ground.
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Legal Attack Requirements
I. Strike a valid target area. Examples can be found on our website or

above in ‘Legal Striking Areas’.

II. Participants must be able to see their targeted opponent(s) to strike at
them. Spinning is allowed, but no "spinning blind shots" or "360 strikes". Your
opponent must be in your field of view before beginning your swing.

III. Attack with a legal field weapon. The participant is required to make sure
their equipment is legal for field use, this includes inspecting their gear for
rips, tears and soft spots in the padding. Follow this up with approval from
Gear Checks at Council.

IV. Deliver a solid impact with the weapons striking surface. Blows delivered
on an unsuspecting participant from behind may be lightened to prevent
injury, but still should be clearly felt from the recipient.

V. Shield Flashing - If a shield has two or more layers of padding on the front
face, it can be used to smack at another participant. A participant may
not put their shoulder into the flash, nor can they shove hard enough to
make another participant leave their feet.

VI. Shield Striking - If a shield has 2" or more of padding on it's edge, its edge
may be used to strike with. It must be checked by the Field Marshal and
the striking surface must be striped to signify that it can and will be used
for striking. A participant may not put their shoulder into the strike, nor can
they shove hard enough to make another participant leave their feet.

VII. Great weapons can be used to break light shields as long as the Great
Weapon wielder has both hands on their weapon. To do this the wielder
must deliver two slash attacks to the shield in succession. The attacker
must call out “1” and “2” while striking the shield. If a strike misses, is
blocked or the shield bearer moves it out of the way, the count is reset.
When a shield is broken it must be dropped onto the ground face down
with the yellow X exposed. Great weapons are signified by a yellow
horizontal stripe just above the cross guard/handle.

VIII. When fighting with a great melee weapon, if a participant loses an arm,
they must "choke up". Meaning, they must place their hand at the top of
the handle, below the haft.

IX. Staves can be used to thrust with as long as it has at least 2” of thrust tip
padding past the core, even though it is considered a blunt weapon.
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X. Throwing Weapons - All ranged weapons require 10ft of distance in order
to engage in combat.

XI. The Chakram counts as both a melee and a throwing weapon. The max
amount of Chakrams allowed on a participant is 2. If a Chakram ricochets
or bounces off any surface, participant, etc. it is considered to still be
“live” and all shots count.

XII. Javelins can be used to stab but not slash in melee. Javelins can only be
thrown once and cannot be picked up off the ground. The max amount
of Javelins allowed on a participant is 3.

Illegal Actions
I. Combat of any kind out of malice, with the intention of hurting someone is

not allowed.

II. Participants may not intentionally charge which is trampling over an
opponent, or run/jump into/onto them.

III. Participants may not use any disabled limbs to swing a weapon or shield.

IV. Shield bashing, as defined as charging with or using a non-authorized
shield as a melee weapon, is not permitted.

V. Baseball Swinging, or batting, is defined as using more strength than
necessary to hit another participant, is not permitted and any participant
caught hitting someone like such will be dealt depending on the severity.

VI. Not taking damage from a solid shot. This is also known as "rhino-hiding".

VII. A participant may not use any disabled limbs, or non-target areas, to
block a weapon or shot or continue to use a broken shield to block shots.
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